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Help the Knights Find the Magical S y 
‘Shield of Ages! Hidden in this issue ‘Mop of Morcia Knights Kingdom Desert Deep 
oF LEGO Magazine are Four pleces Bees ae chakeros)) ea eceeceincn 
oF the Shield. Find them all and 4 Shompens! the pane rom Soe 
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THE KINGDOM OF MORCIA 
‘A land of endless magic and advent 
has been replaced by the vil Viad 
heroic: Knights to Find thi 
and save thelr kingdor 
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hole naw way ply Kock of your 
‘opponent’ shield to win the Challenge! 
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Make Your Own Shield! 
Here's our chance to make your own Knightly shield Using this pape or 
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How to Enter 
‘Ghose one ofthe two Weld Cty rescue vehices to bethe art your story £2 Wi 9 st0 of ro mesa than 60 words (lee pein) dotaing he Wd Cy faces and how to ‘vehicle ou chose prt save acon 
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cool creations 

‘Send photos of your 
masterpiece medals to: 

Cool Creations 
LEGO Chis 
PO, Box 1308 
Enfield, CT 06083-1308 

Remember to include your name, 
‘age, address and the name of your 
adel. No Polaroids or computer 
print outs please! Pictures will not 
be retumed, 20 tak an extra photo 
for yourselt. 

‘See more models Fram Kids just tke you on the ofl Web oe oF the LEGO Clb 
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| Clicking Bros. and Blockum & Brickly Circus 
{Adam and Danielle Vera, 16 9, Texas 

iS 
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BIONICLE” Helloween Costume 
{ colin Gritin 6, hinois 

| Amazing Redini 
| tuces, 1 Indianapolis 
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New at LEGO.com! 
Coming in August a
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 TEE, Be SROs! 
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NEW! Order Today} Calll1:800-453-4652 cod 
Or vise the secret clubshop page online ond orden there! 'SP704 

Tens bi Hones Challenge an evil 
Shadow Knight! 

fallin his quest? inches Santis 
‘nd Shadn Knight Ages & Ma pieces. 
#BTTEC Border Ambush $19.99 

Save the world in 
the Ice Blade! 
The Ice Blade searches the 
frozen und er 
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